General Assembly - 1st Session
Paramount, Central Hall, London
10 January 1946
35mm Pix Dupe Neg. 1035'

1st Plenary Meeting -
Silent coverage - opening
session - exteriors -
flags - arrival of
delegates - delegates on
floor - election of Pres.

Shots show:
-- exteriors of Central Hall - flags of UN member
nations - crowd of people watching arrival of
delegates - delegates arriving, entering
building (among them Jan Masaryk from
Czechoslovakia, Tom Connally from U.S.A.,
Arthur H. Vanderberg from U.S.A., King Faisal
from Saudi Arabia and others).
-- delegates in Assembly Hall before and after
opening of meeting (handshaking, in
conversation, taking their seats). Among
delegates: Eleanor Roosevelt (US), Edward
Stettinius (US), James F. Byrnes (US), . . .
Lord Caradon (UK), Clement Attlee (UK), Ernest Bevin (UK), delegates from China, Ukraine, Venezuela, France, Chile, Argentina, Turkey, Poland, Australia, Iran and Canada.

- delegates voting for G.A. President.
- James Byrnes and Edward F. Stettinius (US)
- Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt (US) with Tom Connally (US) with Byrnes speaking to USSh delegate (several shots)
- USSh delegation (incl. Andrei Gromyko)
- Arthur H. Vandenberg and Byrnes (US)
- delegations from Yugoslavia and Cuba
- Dmitro Z. Manuilsky and Ukrainian delegation
- Saudi Arabian delegates (national costumes) in conversation.